Sorting Halloween Candy:

1. Inspect candy carefully. If the wrappers are open or look questionable, discard the candy. If the wrappers are sticky or messy, discard the candy.

2. Check for old candy (i.e. Christmas, Easter, Valentines are a dead giveaway!) Throw away old candy.

3.Discard any “Pixie Stix” (powdered candy in a straw) or like candy, as they have a tendency to leak on the other candy and make a sticky mess.

4. Keep only individually wrapped pieces of candy. Put all other bags of NOT individual wrapped candy (i.e. M&M’s, Skittles, etc.) in a box marked “Other Candy”.

5. Separate Halloween theme candy (ghosts, pumpkins,...). We want to put it on the trucks soon. Mark the boxes “Halloween Candy”.

6. Separate chips, crackers, bars, cookies, etc. from hard candy. Mark the boxes “Not Candy.”

7. Separate toys, pencils, stickers, etc. and put in box marked “Toys”.

8. Put all other candy into the barrels provided. Mark the barrels “Sorted Candy”.

Thank you for your service.